Abstract Leaf area measurements are commonly obtained by destructive and laborious practice. This paper 5 shows how stereo and Time-of-Flight (ToF) images can be combined for non-destructive automatic leaf area 6 measurements. We focus on some challenging plant images captured in a greenhouse environment, and show that 7 even the state-of-the-art stereo methods produce unsatisfactory results. By transforming depth information in a 8 ToF image to a localised search range for dense stereo, a global optimisation strategy is adopted for producing 9 smooth results that preserve discontinuity. We also use edges of colour and disparity images for automatic leaf 
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pepper and tomato, the plants are simply too large to be transported. Our system measures plants in their own 102 growing environment, and does not require transporting plants. However, by using our system, challenges arise 103 from less controllable lighting conditions and a cluttered scene with large occlusions as shown in Fig. 1 and 2 . 104 
Setup and Calibration

105
Every pepper plant has a QR barcode for relating the manual measurements to the automatic measurements, 106 and the plants grow in rows with heating pipes in-between. The maximum height of the plants is about three 107 metres, while the space between rows is only one metre. Four camera rigs were therefore vertically stacked in a 108 trolley known as Spy-See to cover the complete field of view, and [37, 20] provided hardware details.
109
Our camera rig consists of a colour camera and a ToF camera. The ToF camera is a radio-frequency modu- Once assembled, our imaging setup was rigid and fixed. The positions of the colour and ToF cameras were 116 unchanged, so was the capture interval. We therefore performed depth calibration to find both cameras in 3D 117 space relative to each other.
118
A two-layer board shown in Fig. 4 (a) was used for calibration of the colour camera at different distances 119 from the camera. The front layer moved from 40 cm to 120 cm away from the camera in 5 cm steps. We used 120 a simple pinhole camera model for the colour camera [19] as shown in Fig. 4 
where s is the baseline between the two images, which was 5 cm for our setup, and f is the focal point of 124 the colour camera. We set the principal point (x m , y m ) as the image centre for simplicity, which only produced 125 negligible errors. We only consider horizontal disparity since our imaging setup moved in the horizontal direction 126 only. Given a point identified in two colour images x 0 and x 1 , from (1),
127
x 0 = X f / Z + x m (3)
Let d = x 0 − x 1 be the disparity,
During calibration, multiple depth measurements Z (e.g. 40 cm to 120 cm in this work) and correspondences
129
in each view d are used to computef by applying the least squares fitting technique. can be identified by linear discriminant analysis and connected-component labelling [13] . We manually labelled 132 squares in two board images as training data, and linear discriminant analysis was subsequently used to segment 133 squares for all the other board images. Since the centre of the square was required, morphological dilation was 134 applied for refining the square shape before connected-component labelling. Fig. 4 ToF depth measurements z ′ and Z was observed as in [47] . As in (1) (2), the focal point f ′ is still needed for 140 the transformation of X → x ′ and Y → y ′ .
X 0 and Y 0 are the physical distance in cm between the colour camera and the ToF camera. Although the rela-
142
tionship between the colour camera and the ToF camera is translational in this work, [19] 
156
The pepper plant images shown in Fig. 1 
where N denotes the first-order neighbourhood pixels. For the data term cost D,
where I and I ′ represent the intensity value in the pair of colour images. T d is a truncation constant, and
) is computed for all the possible disparities. For the smoothness term cost V ,
where parameter T k is used to truncate the linear energy. (x q , y q ) is one of the first-order 4-neighbourhood pixels 174 around (x, y). u (x,y,xq,yq) represents static cues in Boykov et. al.
[5], which was used as an indicator function in 175 this work as:
α v is the smoothness cost for intensity edges produced by the thresholding value T e , and n v α v is the smoothness 
In effect, this allows mis-alignment up to r pixels when transforming the ToF image to the colour image. The 196 maximum and minimum depths are then converted into disparities as,
The search range is expanded by k pixels (normally 0 ≤ k ≤ 3) at each direction to allow for the noise in the 
) is computed for all the 202 possible disparities same as a dense stereo method.
203
It should also be noted that the search range is small at the object centre due to small depth variation and ToF
204
measurements contribute more to the results, while the opposite can be observed at the depth discontinuities. surface and an edge image. We applied the Canny edge filter [13] with non-maximum suppression to compute 214 the smoothness of the surface and sharpness of the depth edges. Surface smoothness penalty P s was calculated
215
for the surface image as,
where M represents the Canny edge filter using a Gaussian that has a standard deviation of 1 and a radius of 217 1.5 for non-maximum suppression. (x s , y s ) are surface pixels. Edge sharpness score S e was calculated for the 218 edge image as,
where * is the 2-dimensional convolution operation [13] and g denotes a Gaussian filter in order to deal with 220 thin and sharp depth edges. In this work, we set the neighbourhood size of the Gaussian filter to 15 and the Table 1 Steps for automatically detecting frontal leaves.
1. Select the disparity plane nearest to the camera max{d}. 2. Select a point (x c , y c ) from max{d} that has the minimum value of combined edge magnitude M (I, d, γ). 3. Use (x c , y c ) as the seed point, perform region growing method to segment a leaf (x l , y l ). 4. Set d (x l ,y l ) to the furthest to the camera min{d}. 5. Repeat 1 -4 for the next leaf.
standard deviation to 5. The effects of (16) and (17) can be seen in Fig. 5 . A quality score S accounting for the 222 surface smoothness P s and the edge sharpness S e was computed as below,
The score S penalises displacement between defined depth edges and depth edges by a dense method while 224 requiring the surface to be smooth. S is a relative score that becomes meaningful when comparing two dense 225 methods. Given S calculated for two methods, the stereo result with the lower S score has more blurry depth 226 edges (smaller S e ), more noise on surface (larger P s ), or both. Consequently, for our application in this paper,
227
a dense method with a higher S score is preferred over one with a lower S score.
228
It should be noted that Sobel edge magnitude can also be used for M to calculate P s and S e as in [42] .
229
However, automatic leaf detection described in section 5 uses the same Canny edge filter. One way of using the quality score in (18) is tuning parameters. Let θ be a set of parameters that is required 232 by a method (e.g. our method combining stereo and ToF or other stereo methods), and the sum of score S 233 on some objects with manually labelled depth edges is used as a quality measure. In this work, we manually 
where γ is a weighting coefficient and 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. The idea is based on the fact that object boundaries could be 246 enhanced by blending edges existing in the colour and disparity images, despite one of them could be weak in 247 edge magnitude.
248
We assumed that some leaves are in foreground closer to the camera than other objects like stems, since 
258
In this paper, we have found that the Canny edge filter with non-maximum suppression described in section and areas of all triangles are then summed up.
274
An immediate problem of the triangular mesh representation is the 'rice terrace' effect as shown in Fig. 8(a) .
275
This aliasing effect was caused by discretisation in the depth estimates at such a small scale. In this work,
276
baseline s is small for stereo matching and disparity estimates are integers, which cannot cope with the demand
277
for an accurate reconstruction. In addition to the inaccurate visual reconstruction, the 'rice terrace' effect would 278 over-estimate the surface area that is not desirable.
279
One approach is to develop sub-pixel accuracy stereo as described by [39] , but in this work we propose a 280 method to smooth the depth data Z l at the reconstruction stage after extracting leaves by combining stereo 281 and ToF. We decided to use local regression (LOESS) [6, 30] , and it is based on the idea that any function can 282 be well approximated in a small neighbourhood by a low-order polynomial and that simple models can easily be 283 fit to data. A linear LOESS model was used in this work, and it requires a specific smoothing parameter β that β can be defined empirically or by Generalised Cross Validation (GCV) [14] . However, we prefer a smooth 288 surface which would have larger residual on the flat planes of the 'rice terraces' rather than no or small residual, and GCV is not built for correlated errors. An ad-hoc procedure to determine the smoothing parameter β 290 is therefore developed. Since we would like to eliminate the aliasing effects, the residuals would not have a 
293
The stopping criterion for increasing the smoothing parameter is,
where T h is a parameter in percentage that controls the difference of histogram counts between the residual at 295 0 and its two adjacent bins.
296
7 Results
297
Depth estimation
298
We compare three dense stereo algorithms with our method on some challenging pepper plant images. Images produced results with leaves recognisable from the background. SIFTflow produced smooth results but did not Table 2 Numerical summary of quality evaluation for Leaf 1, Leaf 2 and Leaf 3. Se refers to edge sharpness, Ps refers to surface smoothness and S is the quality score. For our application in this paper, we would like to find a method giving the highest S score. shows a closer view of three leaves. The edge was weak for SIFTflow, although the surface was the most smooth.
315
Method Shape suffered from noises on the surface, and GC failed to produce some depth edges. In comparison,
316
GC+ToF produced the best qualitative results among the four methods.
317
A summary of quantitative results (S e , P s , S) for all three leaves is shown in Table 2 . Similar to the findings Table 3 325 presents S for Plant 1 -3. By using ToF as a localised search range, the estimation results were improved by 326 at least 23% measured by the score S.
327
It should be noted that the leaf boundary was manually selected here for comparison purposes, since auto-328 matic leaf detection can be difficult for estimates in Fig. 9 . The next section will present the results of automatic 329 leaf detection using our method. to manual measurements as the ground truth. There were over 600 colour images to annotate, and these 88 337 leaves were identified in 244 images as 248 separate measurements. We ignored these leaves spanning across two 338 images (i.e. partial view of a complete leaf). Finally, the manual measurements of these 88 leaves were obtained 339 by removing each leaf from its plant and scanning using an industry-precision LI-COR 3100 leaf area meter.
340
Calibration images for parameter tuning were collected in a different trial. The parameters determined in 341 section 7.1 were used for our GC+ToF method. Based on qualitative results of calibration images, parameters T c
342
and γ in leaf detection were set to 0.5 and 0.4, and three leaves were automatically detected in every calibration 343 image. Parameters b and T h in surface reconstruction were empirically set to 0.2 and 0.1.
344
Our methods successfully extracted three leaves in each image producing 732 separate measurements from 345 244 images, but only 149 separate measurements on 59 leaves could be linked with the ground truth. This was 346 because the ground truth data were created first, and our methods were fully automated for analysing validation 347 images without accessing any manual annotation. Fig. 11 proposed smoothing method, the correlation between automatic and manual measurements is 0.97 and the
353
RMSE value is 10.97 cm 2 .
354
By averaging the 149 measurements for 59 leaves from different views, the correlation score has increased 355 to 0.98, and the RMSE value is reduced to 9.50 cm 2 , i.e. 9.3% of the average leaf area. These estimates have Current practice is to measure leaf areas manually by destroying plants, which is also very costly in human time.
360
Our method is non-destructive, and took about 3 minutes to record all images in a single row of plants. Then,
361
average CPU times were 61sec/image for depth estimation, 1sec/image for leaf detection and 44sec/image for 362 leaf area estimation. However, as images were processed off-line this is not critical, and could be speeded up by 363 using more sophisticated or approximate algorithms or parallel processing.
364
The proposed 3D approach allows automatic measurement of the sizes of pepper leaves in a greenhouse.
365
The setup could be extended to measure leaf sizes of other greenhouse crops such as cucumber or tomato, and [11, 22, 41] . Even using the latest ToF camera, the 375 resolution of a ToF camera (320 × 240) is low compared with a colour camera, and this leads to errors at depth 376 discontinuities. On the other hand, stereo vision is known for underperforming in low-textured areas usually 377 at the object centres, but it can preserve discontinuity as we have presented in this paper (e.g. Fig. 10 ). Since stereo and ToF complement each other, our methods to combine them can therefore be used for applications 379 aiming to improve the accuracy of measurement.
380
For our application, edge-preserving disparity result is very important. Since there are many leaves in an 381 image ( Fig. 9) and they have the similar appearance as well as large intra-class variation in visual images, it is 382 impossible to extract one leaf from the rest without combining disparity estimation into the colour image (see 383 Fig. 11 ). As shown in Fig. 11 and 12, our methods were fully automated for the validation images without any 384 manual input (e.g. annotation), and were therefore proven to be effective for extracting reasonable foreground 385 boundaries.
386
Our current assumption that leaves are in the foreground limits our methods to find only frontal leaves. We proposed an adaptive way to choose the smoothing parameter.
410
Our approach has produced promising results on 149 automatic leaf area measurements in the validation 411 data, which had a correlation score of 0.97 and a RMSE value of 10.97 cm 2 against the manual measurements.
412
By using multiple views for the 59 leaves, the RMSE value reduced to 9.50 cm 2 , with a correlation of 0.98.
413
The idea of combining stereo and ToF images has been proven useful for 3D measurements, and our approach Plots of 149 automatic leaf area measurements automatically obtained using our system against manual measurements on the validation images. The x-axis is manual measurements in cm 2 , and the y-axis is automatic measurements in cm 2 . The red line is the 1 : 1 reference line, and the red circles show the 29 leaves that could not be automatically detected.
